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[image: Brett Lynch]
Brett Lynch1711521197

Mitch once again did a great job. He is very friendly and explains any issues thoroughly and clearly.



[image: Jan Monasso]
Jan Monasso1711413440

We were very happy with the service.  Shawn was a delight to work with and the lift is working perfectly.  Everything was fully explained and i would recommend this company if thinking of installing a lift



[image: William Duncan]
William Duncan1711408506

Marcos the technician rang and introduced himself prior to arrival and was friendly informative and helpful when at the job . We managed to fix the issue of phone / NBN because of him



[image: Libby Petersen]
Libby Petersen1710630935

We were very happy with the service we received. The lift works beautifully.



[image: Rob Sherring]
Rob Sherring1710614345

Installation fantastic service & maintenance likewise. I recommend this company wholeheartedly.



[image: Anne Davis]
Anne Davis1710323177

On time . Polite. Difficult problem identified  and remedied with easy to understand explanation . Very efficient



[image: Ian]
Ian1709724347

Excellent warrantyservice call from Mitch.



[image: vicki nolan]
vicki nolan1709059091

Next level lifts are great and the whole process has been easy. Mitch our service guy is extremely knowledgeable and helpful also very pleasant and communicative letting us know exactly when he will be arriving- pleasure to deal with.
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Clare Bear1709029788

Next level elevatorsGood company to deal with.Annual service done for a cost.Nice to know there close by in case of an emergencyMike and Clare



[image: Neil Watt]
Neil Watt1708938427

The job was done quickly and cleanly, with a good explanation from Mitch about what the work involved.
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Antony Ridley1708293951





[image: Ray Vella]
Ray Vella1707373959

Very prompt and polite Mitch explained things as he serviced very happy



[image: Gail Robson]
Gail Robson1707352553

Our lift service man was extremely helpful and is very pleasant to have in our home



[image: Mark Edmonds]
Mark Edmonds1707279051

Mitch did a great job servicing our lift. Next Level very professional from booking service to timely action.



[image: Beverley Nutt]
Beverley Nutt1706600359

Very happy with Next Level Elevators, there professional and friendly staff are always informative, and understanding of clients needs.
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Beverley Nutt1706508044

Very happy with lift service today, Mitch very polite and professional



[image: Frank Lawler]
Frank Lawler1706502265

Jason was great very thorough and informative



[image: Ian Sheen]
Ian Sheen1705970785

Service was completed extremely thoroughly. Mitch was spot on with timings. Communicated all he did and very clean. A pleasant experience without any of the usual “Tradey” attitude.



[image: Shaun Storer]
Shaun Storer1705569598

Had our lift for 4 years and has been serviced by Mitch for the past two services. Very  happy with the service Mitch supplies,  he explains all that he is doing and if anything needs to be replaced or checked he is all over it. A good fella to have working on our Lift.
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Jess and Nic1705280338

Prompt no fuss service. Very polite and knowledgeable



[image: John Sinclair]
John Sinclair1704411376

We had a prompt response from next level elevators when our lift melfunctioned after a power outage.And the technician expertly solved the problem.
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Marita Scott1704337223

Mitch was efficient and friendly.  Clearly explained what had been done.
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Peter V'landys1703198071

Niall outstanding.Servicemen who attended also exceptional. The staff are a credit to the company. From my experience this will drive sales.



[image: George Yu]
George Yu1703112913

Professional service



[image: Alan Adams]
Alan Adams1703028296

Lift installation and followup service cannot be faulted. Very professional and easy to work with. Lift is smooth and relaible.
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lance fernando1701921270

Pleasant and friendly staff who carried out the service
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Lawrence Yung1701831570





[image: megan Buxton]
megan Buxton1701216959

Great service, love our lift. Handover was smooth and easy.



[image: Matthew Mcnee]
Matthew Mcnee1701050488

Arrived when they said they would, friendly knowledgeable technician and explained everything he was doing and got on with the job quickly. Very happy



[image: George Mauderer]
George Mauderer1701042432

Excellent tradesmen know there Job



[image: Chris Chandler]
Chris Chandler1700879476

Always a pleasure to have Mitch carry out periodic services on our Next Level lift.  Always has a smile, so friendly, really knows the product and takes time to answer my questions.



[image: A J Tsiantas]
A J Tsiantas1700438076

Wonderful experience with next level elevators from our initial consult to install and to servicing.  All the team has been great to deal with from Eddie to Mitch with commissioning and servicing.



[image: Makeup Habiba]
Makeup Habiba1699944600

Bakhos was quick and efficient with his job, he took us through everything that we needed to do and also was so friendly, I enjoyed having him to set up our elevator and I am really satisfied with how everything turned out, he also cleaned the lift and ensured that it was perfect before we were ready to use it.



[image: Peter Tate]
Peter Tate1699922633

Prompt, friendly service from Mitch



[image: Brian Corney]
Brian Corney1699580812

Mitch, as always,  did a careful and comprehensive safety and service check of our elevator.



[image: bob brittles]
bob brittles1699234732

Mitch from Next Level Elevators was very professional and engaging when servicing our lift today.We would strongly recommend their services to other lift owners.



[image: Berislav Crnkovic]
Berislav Crnkovic1699234145

Professional and friendly



[image: Peter Spring]
Peter Spring1699054967

Caleb is great!  Called to say when he would be arriving.  Friendly and efficient.  Great experience having him service our lift.
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Rebecca Bray1698978950

Great service! Mitch was super helpful, friendly and prompt when maintaining our lift. Thanks 🙂



[image: David Deutscher]
David Deutscher1698872567

Mitch communicated by text his ETA on the expected day , a helpful email of the appointment sent earlier. Mitch was compétant , knowledgeable & pleasant & answered my queries v well.I’d give him a job anyday! Thankyou



[image: Simon Maister]
Simon Maister1698563553

Excellent service, job well done. Special thanks to Eddie - project manager, Scott - installer, Sam office coordinator. Thank you very much. Our lift takes us up and down now.  We are very happy. Thank you Next Level Elevators team. Regards Simon.
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Simon Maister1698563106

Excellent service.  Thank you very much Next Level Elevators team. Cheers



[image: Robert Canto]
Robert Canto1698233928

I recently had my lift serviced by Bakhos. He was very polite, on time, efficient and explained what service issues there were. His bubbly personality and work ethics made him a pleasure to deal with!



[image: Bronwyn Fulton]
Bronwyn Fulton1698039803

We were extremely happy with the Next Level installation and commissioning team. They were delightful to deal with and did a fantastic job getting our lift up and running. All the work was meticulously done. Thanks to Matias, David and Bakhos!



[image: Jane Scicluna]
Jane Scicluna1697689925

Mitch did a great job



[image: Tricia Houghton]
Tricia Houghton1697527211

Mitch was really terrific. So polite so efficient and really lovely manner and nature. He gave us a great explanation on everything he had done without our asking. He made very easy for us to picture and understood and with special understanding to our big time distance away from a company office. We couldn’t have asked for anything better



[image: Rodney Reading]
Rodney Reading1697514539

Our annual lift service was conducted with friendly and efficient service by Mitch and we are very confident and satisfied with the work completed. Rod & Heather
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Magdalena Bishop1697513201

Bakhos was really great today in servicing my lift



[image: Sue O'Shanassy]
Sue O'Shanassy1697149750

Our Next Level elevator (Ascent) was installed over 5 years ago and we couldn’t be more happy with the product and customer service.We were pleased that it was Mitch who came yesterday to carry out our yearly service as we met him last time and were confident the service would be performed in an efficient manner - which it was. Mitch is also is very personable and we look forward to seeing him when it is time for our next service. Thanks Mitch.
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Donna Campion1697090858

Bakhos is a lovely, friendly man 👍This is the second time he has serviced our lift and he’s done a wonderful job ( again ) he explains everything he does and why so that we have a clear understanding of what’s happening . I’ll request him again 😊



[image: Therese Hume]
Therese Hume1697077782

Just had the 6mth service, excellent, prompt,  polite, professional and fixed the issue. Love our lift.
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Vani Manokaran1697074401





[image: Carmel]
Carmel1696911458

From the first day, when we looked at elevators in your showroom, until today, when Matt installed our shaft, we’ve experienced true professionalism from all involved. Our sincere thanks 🙏 goes to Samantha, Eddie and Peter as well as Matt. We will not hesitate to let friends and family know about how smooth your organisation has made this experience for us. Thank you all.
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Elizabeth Hamilton1696909271

The Service and Professionalism from Trent at Next Level Elevators   has be exceptional! We had a very long wait for our DA approval therefore we had a period of 18 months that we were finalising the design and finishes which needed certain changes and decisions. Nothing was ever a problem during our discussions and everything was actioned immediately. A pleasure to deal with.



[image: Sharon Snir]
Sharon Snir1696826210

Next level is literally next level. Fantastic service, brilliant polite mechanic and a lift that lifts me and my spirits every time I use it



[image: Robyn Schofield]
Robyn Schofield1696552304

It was great to have Mitch service our lift today. He’s a friendly young guy who patiently explained, once more,the reset technique!



[image: Frank Inga]
Frank Inga1696544363

We are in the process of having a home-lift installed at Malabar by Next Level Elevators. The first stage of installing a concrete pit and opening the floors was completed by us and inspected and approved by Next Level Elevators.  The staff at the showroom at Matraville were helpful and Trent Sainsbury, the Sales Manager, was truly professional.  Niall Rice, the Project Manager, who inspected the current works was knowledgeable and helpful. Our experience with this firm has been positive.



[image: George Faddoul]
George Faddoul1696500988

I was blown away by Trent's professionalism. Blown away by his promptness in his replies to my queries. Blown away by his courtesy in his communications.



[image: George Rose]
George Rose1696496756

l had Mitch come out this morning to service my lift. He was very professional, knowledgeable and punctual. He explained to me that he would be performing a free upgrade along with his normal checks. On completion of the service he took the time to explain the works he performed. A great guy to deal with.
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Bob Heymel1696481523

Turned up on time and fixed the minor issue with great service. Much appreciated
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Howard Maylor1696456523

Mitch serviced our lift today. He has a pleasant manner and explained what he had done and left everything tidy. This is his second visit and we have been very pleased both times.
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Ross Shepherd1696377871

Servicemen always very good, response on problems very good
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Sandy Elliot1695952830

Well Don Bakhos
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Margaret Seychell1691545246

Mitch was very efficient, friendly and explained all costs and everything that he was doing for the service on my lift.I highly recommend Next Level Elevators.
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tarsh versey1691118458

Outstanding customer service from Trent- he goes above and beyond every time, 10/10!



[image: Roger Youil]
Roger Youil1691026965

Thanks Mitch for your great work today servicing my lift. Everything was explained well and executed with no fuss.
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Brendan Morris1689723125

We are very happy with our lift from Next Level Elevators, installation was hassle free and the regular service from Mitch is great. He takes the time to check everything, tells what he has adjusted and askes if we have any issues or questions. Great service Mitch , thanks



[image: Fiona Barber]
Fiona Barber1688965946

Mitch was extremely helpful and efficient today, when he performed the annual service on our lift.
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Wendy Timms1688522072

Mitch was punctual, thorough and took the time to make sure we were across all the upgrades he installed



[image: Carolyn Sinclair]
Carolyn Sinclair1688432623

Mitch arrived to do our annual service here @ Marengo and like last time did an excellent job.  Very efficient and informative about what was needed for another year.Thanks Mitch & Next Level 👍
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Bill Faull1687845710

Great lift service! Mitch was very thorough, professional and friendly.



[image: Muzio Cantarella]
Muzio Cantarella1687422635

Great Technician, took his time, very thorough, clean and tidy.
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jimmy Rae1687415741

Bathos was Very professional and quick



[image: Heike Truscott]
Heike Truscott1687149624

Had my yearly service by Next Level Elevators. Mitch was the tech guy whom I’ve had before. Excellent professional service. Love my electric lift and the expert yearly service. Thank you.



[image: Andrea Murphy]
Andrea Murphy1686294008

We just had our 6 mth service and would absolutely recommend Next Level Elevators. Their customer service was excellent.  Mitch was very knowledgeable, very competent and answered any questions we had.  All our dealings with Next Level have been fantastic. We are located at Moggs Creek and would not hesitate to recommend them to anyone down the Great Ocean Road 😊
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Jim Tsiantas1686115538

Great team, experience, knowledge and install by Mitch has complemented the whole package .



[image: Deborah Wilson]
Deborah Wilson1684913834

Pranit was very professional and did a great job on our lift service today I highly recommend Next Level Elevators



[image: Sam Vassallo]
Sam Vassallo1684818910

Mitch fixed the problem very quickly and efficiently also kept me in the loop as to his arrival time, very happy with the result thanks Mitch
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Murugesu Paramanathan1684394428





[image: Therese Hume]
Therese Hume1684386638

Fantastic company & product. Would be so much greater if you had your own builders. Also we had to pay extra thousands to store the lift as we had a lot of difficulty getting a builder. We recommend informing  customers to get their builder locked in first before ordering the lift. Otherwise professional friendly and polite effecient staff. Great  job. Thankyou. I would recommend you.
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Michelle Board1683111719

Highly recommended - thank you Pranit



[image: Susan Senserrick]
Susan Senserrick1680586739

Extremely happy from the first contact  to our current dealings with all staff.Pranit recent attended to carry out the service, nothing too hard, more the willing to explain and accommodate. All the technicians that have attended are willing to go above and beyond. Can not recommend Next Level Elevators highly enough. 👍🏻
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Greg McGill1678948989

Pranit was on time considering we live in rural Victoria he was pleasant and helpfuljust our entire dealing with Next Level staff



[image: James MCDougall]
James MCDougall1675027246

Great Company to work with. Very helpful and punctual.
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Ron & Joan Morton1674176423

David Smith and the entire team provided us with excellent communication and coordination of the various skilled people to provide advice to achieve the modifications designed to give us the best outcome.  We are very happy with our new lift.
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Marg Thomas1670826660

We found Rich and his installation team very pleasant. Communication was so relaxed that we offered them free accommodation in our downstairs flat for the week with home cooked meals.Their workmanship was first class resulting in the final product being much admired.Since the completion of the Next Level Elevator, it has been a valuable asset to our house,  both practically and financially. We highly recommend this company to other home owners.Margaret and Graham Thomas.  Strathdale,  Vic.
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Stephen Bolonis1669582154

Great service and quick install process



[image: John Lisle]
John Lisle1669334784

Pranit serviced our lift. He was most courteous, very friendly & helpful & efficient. Because we had recently moved into our new home which came with the lift he took the time to walk us through all of the functions and safety features of the Compact lift. Highly recommended.



[image: Sue Senserrick]
Sue Senserrick1652349607

So happy with the level of professionalism. From the first phone call, visiting the showroom, installation by Reece plus the commissioning of our new lift.Christina answered endless emails managing to co-ordinate the commissioning of our lift in time for my 90 year old Mum’s visit from interstate. Mum was extremely pleased she didn’t have to navigate the internal stairs. 😂Great work by all.👍🏻 ⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️
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Ardy Eldib1644822905

The team at next level elevators have been excellent in all aspects from booking, servicing all the way through to the technical team. Tahlia has been brilliant to deal with in coordinating the technician to attend and kept me updated at all times.Pranit the technician has been amazing, he has a wealth of knowledge. He resolves all my technical issues, any concerns I have and answers all my questions that provides reassurance.Thank you and definitely recommend to install a next level elevator.
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Ben Liang1625027997

So pleased to receive nicely finished lift of Next Generation Elevators earlier than scheduled. Very appreciate the professionalism, project handling and excellent work of the service team. Specially thanks to Peter, Eddie,  Charlotte, Vincent and Pranit.....
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Greg Byrne1613538026

We chose a Next Level Elevator for our new build in Rye, Victoria. The install was planned and executed very well. The lift has been very reliable and is used multiple times daily. Service has been very prompt and effective. We are very happy we chose Next Level and recommend them highly.
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Richard Bence1613450274

I installed a Next level elevator in our home three years ago and have found it to be a huge asset in accessing the first floor. The lift has a quality glass open view and the cable system has performed without fault and is far easier to install than the hydraulic system that other companies sell.I would not hesitate to recommend Next level Elevators.The service team was excellent, Richard Ferrie was very friendly and most important of all prompt and responsive.I will definitely recommission Next Level Elevators again in any future projects and will not hesitate to recommend to my friends and family.
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Matk Rathgeber1605093808

We those Next Level over two other Companies on recommendation and had a seamless installation. The different technicians that worked on the various stages of installation new their trade and explained the process perfectly. The lift works perfectly and after 12 months since completion we are glad to say we are very proud of the outcome.
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Thomas Chai1602731715

We are very happy with our Next Level Elevators. The service team was excellent, very friendly and most important of all prompt and responsive. Many thanks to Kim and the service team for your wonderful service. It is comfort to know that every time when we call, you guys are always attentive and response immediately. I can not thank you enough for that.In addition to the service, the lift is of good quality, high tech and quiet. We had small teething problems but it was always resolved in a timely manner. I will definitely recommission Next Level Elevators again in my future project and will not hesitate to recommend to my friends and family.
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John G1601534643

Thanks to the Melbourne team at Next Level for the installation and ongoing service commitment of our much needed home lift in June 2018. Servicing and minor tweaks, such as NBN changeover, have been a phone call away. We have recommended Next Level to friends and family, and invited them to experience our lift. We understand it is a luxury item, but for the same cost of a new car it is truly a daily pleasure, especially for someone who cannot comfortably manage stairs. As such, two families we know are also now enjoying the benefits of a Next Level Accent lift in their homes. Planning and investing in our future now, means we will be able to live comfortably in our new home well into our senior years.Lia and John G
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terry pitt1601278941

excellent
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Levo1598574166

We recently installed an Eltec elevator from Next Level Elevators. The elevator itself is very good although the sales people could have been more engaged with clients on the selection of the finishes. The elevator operates smoothly and quietly and meets all of our expectations. The installation and completion of the elevator was a less than ideal experience and we had some quality issues. Ultimately, the management reached out to us and these issues were resolved by the company to our satisfaction and to be fair, this has been a difficult year for all concerned. Recommended.
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Kenneth Hall1597282204

Could not be happier with our lift  -  works like a dreamWould recommend one to any senior.
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Sharon Snir1594605032

We installed a Next level elevator in our home three years ago and have found it to be a huge asset to our quality of living. The lift has performed without fault and I would not hesitate to recommend Next level Elevators.
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